
TURNING DESKTOPS INTO 
POWERFUL TOOLS
Enhanced Productivity + Deep Insights Transform 
Virtual Desktops from IT Solutions into Business Tools

The desktop is the one application that every employee touches everyday. That’s why smart 

organizations treat it like a powerful business solution instead of a mundane IT feature.

See how the desktop directly impacts (and sometimes impedes) different members of an 

organization and how you can turn desktops from IT solutions into powerful business tools.
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TURNING DESKTOPS INTO  
POWERFUL TOOLS

Many people think of desktop virtualization as just another IT solution, when in reality 
it’s much more than that. Organizations use dozens of different software solutions 
and tools across departments, but the one unifying touch point is the desktop. With 
the right desktop approach, organizations can enable everyone with the exact features 
and benefits that are meaningful to them to help drive productivity at a personal and 
company level.

To understand the true potential of desktops you need to consider what each internal 
persona needs from their desktop experience and how they view desktops within the 
broader organization. Internal business personas include:

End Users | Help Desk/Support | Engineers & Admins | 
Business Managers | Executives
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Enhanced Productivity + Deep Insights Transform Virtual 
Desktops from IT Solutions into Business Tools

END USERS SUPPORT ENGINEERS MANAGERS EXECUTIVES



By thinking about how desktops impact each internal persona and how that experience 
affects the overall organization it’s easy to see what a big role desktops actually play in 
the success of a company. To get a clear picture of desktops across an organization, 
you should break down your evaluation into a few key questions:

• What does each persona want from their desktop 
experience?

• Common challenges that stand in the way

• How the desktop experience for each persona impacts the 
broader organization

• Ultimate goals for desktops within that persona

Through this detailed lens it’s clear that desktops aren’t as simple as they might appear. 
Companies that treat them as inconsequential are missing a major opportunity and 
may even be harming productivity and revenue. Virtual desktops hold a lot of potential 
for increasing user experience and providing valuable business insights if you take a 
close enough look and the right approach.
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What Personas Care About
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When thinking about virtual desktops, the end user experience is 
often the first thing that comes to mind. Performance has increased 
dramatically since the early days of desktop virtualization, making 
VDI a viable option for supporting both in house and remote workers.

Still, focusing on a good end user experience is critical to a successful 
virtual desktop deployment. And everyone is an end user. Even 
though the help desk, business managers, executives and other 
personas have additional needs and wants from desktops, they’re 
also end users on a daily basis. At this level, the goals should be 
performance, ease of use and increased productivity.

END USERS IT’S TIME TO  
REVISIT VDI

Desktop virtualization has 
come a long way since it first 
promised to revolutionize the 

way people worked.

Don’t believe us?  
See what’s changed.

END USERS SUPPORT ENGINEERS MANAGERS EXECUTIVES

LEARN MORE

https://www.dizzion.com/resources/technical-papers/time-revisit-vdi/


WHAT DO END USERS CARE ABOUT?
At the end of the day, end users want to be able to get their work 
done. Anything that stands in their way can cause frustration 
and halt productivity. End users are looking for high performance, 
consistency across devices, easy access from anywhere and fast 
troubleshooting when issues occur. While they may not actively 
think about it, this also includes fast login and application launch 
times. Basically, end users don’t want to sit around and wait for 
technology before they can do their work.

Being able to work from anywhere on any device is increasingly a 
high priority for end users. Between growing employee preferences 
for remote working situations and the general culture of working 
away from the office and “after hours,” employees who cannot 
access their data and applications away from their work computer 
will become frustrated. Without a solution to satisfy this new 
approach to work, organizations will miss out on a good portion of 
potential productivity.
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COMMON CHALLENGES
For end users, issues can stem from:

• Lagging desktop performance

• Sluggish applications 

• An inability to work away from the office 

• Slow response times from the help desk/
support

• Working with a replacement endpoint (they 
may not have all their data/applications)

All these issues negatively impact end user 
experience and productivity.
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HOW IT EFFECTS THE 
ORGANIZATION
When an end user isn’t productive, they aren’t 
fulfilling their role. This can have implications 
for the larger organization ranging from a dip in 
customer support to delayed project timelines or 
missed deadlines to a negative impact on revenue. 

A company is not effective and successful if its 
employees aren’t engaged and productive.

ULTIMATE GOALS
• Increased end user productivity 

• Satisfaction with the desktop solution

• Supporting end user mobility
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HOW VIRTUAL DESKTOPS HELP
High performance virtual desktops provide a user experience that’s 
nearly identical to traditional desktops while allowing employees 
to work from anywhere, anytime, using any device. Pushing the 
desktop to the user wherever they are also provides a consistent 
experience, ensuring employees can be productive from the first 
second instead of learning their way around a new device.

Virtual desktops are also ideal for disaster recovery or replacement 
scenarios. If an end user is unable to access their usual endpoint 
or if an endpoint breaks, they can use another device to continue 
accessing their desktop. 
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HELP DESK
When there is an issue, the help desk or support team are the ones who have to deal 
with it. While their desktop experience is important, they’re equally as concerned 
about everyone else’s experience and performance. For the help desk, desktop 
standardization and insights are key.

Standardized desktop deployments (regardless of the employee’s location or 
endpoint) result in faster, easier troubleshooting. Beyond being standardized, the 
support team needs meaningful, deep insights into users’ environments so they can 
quickly identify and remedy issues. This is a major pain point in traditional desktop 
deployments as third party monitoring and support tools are required for any sort 
of insight. Virtual desktops with built in monitoring and management features make 
supporting desktops easier and more effective.
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WHAT DOES THE HELP DESK 
CARE ABOUT?
The help desk’s top preference is having reliable, high performing 
desktops throughout the organization to minimize issues. But 
issues will never disappear entirely, so when they do occur the help 
desk wants to be able to identify and resolve the issue quickly. This 
means they want quick access to pertinent information like:

• Available resources and usage

• Average login times vs. this particular user

• Real time and historical network and bandwidth metrics

• Which applications are running & application drilldowns 

Having this information enables the help desk to quickly pinpoint 
the specific issue for faster, more accurate issue resolution. Quick 
access to both real time and historical data is important to help 
support distinguish anomalies and identify patterns that may help 
them ultimately identify the true root cause. 

Without these insights into the end user’s individual environment, 
the help desk is often left playing the troubleshooting guessing 
game based on vague descriptions from the user or may fix the 
wrong thing, leaving the issue to persist (and frustration to build).
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COMMON CHALLENGES
As device sprawl continues to grow and workers are increasingly 
mobile, the help desk faces the challenge of more complicated 
support and troubleshooting. Not only do they need to be able to 
troubleshoot on more devices, but issues will increasingly occur 
when workers are away from the office, adding an additional layer 
of complexity to identifying and resolving the issue. 

Without a centralized control center, support staff may have to 
toggle between third party tools to monitor the users’ environment, 
get metrics and identify issues. This is a time consuming process 
and may not surface an accurate view of the entire environment, 
making it harder to find the root cause of the problem.

Fixing the issue presents its own challenge, particularly as 
workforces become more spread out while help desks remain 
centralized. While an issue may be easy to fix for support staff, 
having to walk remote employees (who may be less technical than 
the support staff) through the process isn’t very efficient and is 
likely to cause frustration for both parties. 
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HOW IT EFFECTS THE ORGANIZATION
If the help desk is not able to resolve an issue quickly, the end user 
remains unproductive (and increasingly frustrated, which is bad 
for morale). An unproductive end user causes rolling issues for 
a company as a whole. At the help desk level, the longer support 
staff are tied up by a single issue, the less time they have to focus 
on other tasks or address other tickets – meaning additional end 
users experience longer times of lowered productivity.

In worst case scenarios, without proper insight or the ability to 
remotely troubleshoot, end users may have to give IT their endpoints 
(particularly difficult in remote working situations), prolonging the 
negative impact of the issue.

ULTIMATE GOALS
• High performance, standardized desktops with few issues

• Deep insights into desktop performance and issues for fast  
resolution and fewer escalations

• Remote assistance capabilities
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HOW VIRTUAL DESKTOPS HELP
Using virtual desktops eases the common challenges faced by the 
help desk by creating a consistent environment that’s easier to 
understand and manage, regardless of the type of endpoint. This 
consistency and access to the Golden Images virtual desktops are 
based on makes it easier to remotely support users and fix issues 
or quickly issue a fresh desktop if needed.

Virtual desktop solutions that include a centralized management 
and monitoring platform also streamline the support process by 
putting all the insights and tools the help desk needs to be effective 
in one place. This centralization reduces solution sprawl and the 
time it takes for support to gather the information required to 
identity and resolve issues.
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DIZZION  
CONTROL CENTER
See real time metrics, drill deep 

into individual user environments, 
analyze usage trends and more, all 

from one convenient portal.

Dizzion Control Center 
Management. Monitoring. 

Insights.

LEARN MORE

https://www.dizzion.com/why-dizzion/dizzion-control-center/


ENGINEERS &
ADMINISTRATORS
While the help desk is responsible for day-to-day desktop support, engineers and 
admins oversee initial planning and setup as well as on-going policies. This includes 
planning for specific use cases, ensuring every user has proper permissions and 
controls in place and watching for any required updates or patches. They’re also 
often drawn into escalations if the help desk isn’t able to resolve an issue.

These more mundane tasks take time and resources away from more business 
focused initiatives. Companies are increasingly looking to engineers and 
administrators for ideas that will give the organization an edge or streamline 
spending. The more time engineers and admins spend on routine desktop 
provisioning, maintenance and troubleshooting, they less time they have for these 
more important tasks. Adopting desktop virtualization is a way for this persona to 
streamline planning and management and reduce issue escalation, giving them the 
time to focus elsewhere.
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WHAT DO ENGINEERS & ADMINS 
CARE ABOUT?
When it comes to desktops, engineers’ and administrators’ 
primary concern is ensuring that users are properly provisioned, 
meaning they have enough computing resources to run their 
required applications but aren’t over provisioned leading to wasted 
resources (and money). Limiting escalations or identifying tends 
behind escalations is also a key concern for this persona. These 
issues not only take time away from other tasks, but could point to 
more complex or organizational wide issues that need addressing 
by engineers and admins.

As cybersecurity threats continue to surge, engineers and admins 
also need to ensure that all users have the proper security and 
controls in place and that critical patches and updates are pushed 
to all users in a timely manner to mitigate risk.

With so much on their plates and increasing pressure from 
executives to pursue more business driving projects, admins and 
engineers want a desktop solution that is reliable, standardized, 
easy to provision and easy to maintain and update.
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COMMON CHALLENGES
Device sprawl and a mobile workforce are effecting engineers and 
administrators in much the same ways as the help desk. In addition 
to daily support, engineers and admins need a convenient and quick 
way to push updates and patches to all users, regardless of location. 

This persona is also dealing with a shift in how software solutions 
are purchased and implemented. While traditionally these decisions 
went through IT, they are increasingly being made at the department 
level, leaving engineers and admins to deal with a sprawling solution 
footprint and the associated computing resource requirements 
(which may differ from the resources implemented when the 
desktop was initially purchased or provisioned).

Once a device or desktop has been issued, engineers and admins 
traditionally have little insight into how it’s performing and if it has 
the correct resources. Not having this information leaves them 
unable to make adjustments, potentially resulting in frustrated 
users without enough computing power or wasted resources 
in over-provisioned situations. This is a self-sustaining issue as 
engineers and admins are then doomed to continue making the 
same mistake for future desktops within that use case.
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HOW IT EFFECTS THE ORGANIZATION
Engineers and administrations are the main ones responsible 
for how well desktops perform out of the gate. An issue during 
provisioning (such as desktops not fitting use cases) can start a 
chain of issues that ultimately leads to lost productivity. On the flip 
side, it may also mean that desktops are provisioned with unused 
resources and the company is holding unused operating system or 
application licenses, creating budget issues.

Not having an easy way to address security, controls, patches 
and updates can also have a massive negative impact on the 
organization. Leaving known issues unaddressed could lead 
to a cyberattack or data breach that can cost an organization 
millions of dollars. Even leaving users with incorrect or outdated 
permissions could lead to a breach with the same disastrous 
financial ramifications.

ULTIMATE GOALS
• Desktops that are easy to provision, support and update 

(regardless of the end users’ location and endpoint device)

• Reliable desktop performance and fewer support escalations

• Insights to resource usage to ensure environment rightsizing

• Time to focus on business-driving initiatives 
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HOW VIRTUAL DESKTOPS HELP
Virtualization centralizes the provisioning and management of 
desktops through the use of golden images. Golden images are 
created with the proper computing resources based on use case 
and desktops are delivered using these GIs. When a new employee 
joins the organization, engineers and admins simply need to decide 
which golden image most closely matches that user’s needs. 
Patching and updating are just as simple – the changes are made 
to the golden image and pushed to every desktop using that image.

The streamlined, centralized management offered by virtual 
desktops allows engineers and admins the freedom to focus on 
other projects.

Having this level of control over desktops can also lead to valuable 
usage insights that will help engineers and admins identify areas 
of optimization (i.e. unused licenses, over or under provisioned 
computing resources, etc.).
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BUSINESS MANAGERS
Business managers aren’t only concerned about being able to get their own work 
done, they are also concerned about each member of their team being productive. 
This includes everything from being able to quickly onboard new team members to 
ensuring technology isn’t causing employees to lose productivity.

While not as technology focused as other personas, business managers can benefit 
from high level technology-based insights that may help them identify and address 
productivity and performance drags or areas for improvement.
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WHAT DO BUSINESS MANAGERS 
CARE ABOUT?
Business managers want their teams to be as productive as possible 
in order to meet business goals. This means that their teams have 
the tools they need and that nothing technology-related is slowing 
them down, regardless of task, location or endpoint. 

When technology is running smoothly, business managers are 
generally concerned with other insights that could help increase 
productivity. This often includes identifying repeatable processes, 
best practices and the difference between high performing 
employees and their peers. To get this information, business 
managers want to know what employees are doing – what 
application utilization looks like, are employees engaged or idle 
(particularly helpful when evaluating third party contractors), etc.

Technology can be a great enabler, but overly complicated systems 
or processes can slow end users down and impact productivity. 
Business managers need to find the right balance.
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COMMON CHALLENGES
Managers face two types of challenges: managing 
employees and making business decisions. 

Business management tools exist, but they rarely 
combine employee oversight capabilities with 
technology monitoring features. This partial picture 
leaves managers without a complete understanding 
of the situation, particularly as they’re increasingly 
tasked with managing a dispersed workforce that 
includes in-house employees, remote workers and 
third party contractors.

One illustration of this challenge is when managers 
need to evaluate employee effectiveness. Without 
insight into how an employee is working and what 
applications they are using, managers are left guessing 
at the reason some employees are highly productive 
and what their peers can do to increase productivity. 

The difference in productivity can be as diverse as an 
employee logging on but having large segments of idle 
time to less productive employees not using particular 
applications. A manager may be able to see some of 
this activity with in-house employees, but without the 
right tools gaining insight into how remote workers and 
third party contractors are performing is a black box. 

Managers are also responsible for larger departmental 
decisions, such as balancing budgets, identifying 
areas for optimization and deciding where to add 
headcount (either full-time or on a contract basis). 
These important business decisions are best made 
when backed by reliable and complete departmental 
data. Without a combination of technology and end 
user insights, identifying the right ways to make 
meaningfully impact is difficult.
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HOW IT EFFECTS THE ORGANIZATION
Line of business managers are the hinge between larger 
organizational business decisions and how those business goals 
are actually acted upon. By making decisions without complete 
information, business managers may be missing important 
opportunities to increase employee productivity and drive business 
goals. Or worse, they may make ineffective decisions that don’t 
address the issues at hand and simply cost the company time and 
money without improvements.

Managers are also increasingly the ones making application 
and software decisions for their departments. This can have a 
major impact on desktop performance (potentially without them 
realizing it) and create a cascading problem that requires multiple 
departments to dedicate time to correcting the issue.

ULTIMATE GOALS
• Increase employee productivity

• Identify business optimizations and opportunities

• Make smart business decisions
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HOW VIRTUAL DESKTOPS HELP
Virtual desktops help business managers by enabling employees to 
be more productive overall (by being able to work anytime, anywhere, 
from any device). A streamlined, easy-to-deliver approach to desktops 
allows managers to hire the best talent regardless of location and 
reduce time to productivity for new users and those dealing with 
support issues.

When coupled with a comprehensive management and insights 
portal, business managers can also gain access to the metrics that are 
important to them. Having access to both productivity and technology 
data paints the full picture mangers need to guide their employees, 
identify areas of opportunity and make informed decisions.
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CASE STUDY
A Dizzion customer was paying for 500 offshore contractors but discovered through Dizzion Business Insights 
that 100 of those contractors were working less than two hours a day. Armed with this data, the customer was 
able to renegotiate their contract and bring the idle time of the remaining contractors down. 

Not only were they able to renegotiate the contract to pay for fewer contractors, but those contractors they 
did have had higher productivity rates.
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EXECUTIVES
The executive internal persona is perhaps the one that’s least associated with 
desktops. Why would C-level executives care about the nitty gritty of desktop 
delivery? In the past they didn’t, but desktop virtualization is changing that.

As desktops themselves become powerful tools with associated insights, executives 
can gain unprecedented information to drive informed business decisions.
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WHAT DO EXECUTIVES CARE ABOUT?
Executives care about driving the health and growth of the 
organization. This means better productivity, lower spending, 
higher revenues, increased output and customer satisfaction, 
proper forecasting, enhanced employee engagement (through high 
performing technology and workplace flexibility) and many other 
metrics not traditionally associated with desktops.

They care about the business, and only care about technology and 
desktops in-as-much as those elements impact business goals.

COMMON CHALLENGES
The major challenges for executives are getting reliable and 
complete information to make smart decisions and finding ways 
to achieve the organization’s goals. While some of the required 
information undoubtedly comes from the people that make up 
an organization, we live in a data-driven world and execs are 
increasingly looking to metrics to inform decisions. Getting all the 
information and metrics they want can be difficult, especially since 
data is often siloed by department.
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HOW IT EFFECTS THE ORGANIZATION
Executives set the tone and path of the organizations they lead. 
What they decide will have an impact on every employee and output 
of the organization. If they’re making decisions or issuing directives 
with incomplete information, the results could be disastrous. 

ULTIMATE GOALS
• Increased productivity and employee engagement throughout 

the company

• Improved output (customer support, meeting deadlines, 
uptime, etc.)

• Departments focused on business-driving initiatives

• Financial and resource optimization and rightsizing

• More accurate and informed forecasting

• Better recruitment opportunities and employee retention
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HOW VIRTUAL DESKTOPS HELP
A virtual desktop solution with robust management, monitoring 
and insights capabilities provides an unprecedented view into 
how an organization is working. Giving engineers, administrators, 
support staff and business managers access to the data and 
insights that are most meaningful and useful to them will help 
them do their jobs more effectively and efficiently. This has the 
trickle down effect of positively impacting all other employees at 
an organization. 

For executives specifically, a company using virtual desktops 
gives them the information they need (but were never able to get) 
to make smart decisions. Everyone uses desktops, presenting an 
opportunity to collect holistic data rather than piecing together 
departmental information. This reduces the spotlight effect where 
one issue or proposed solution seems particularly important but 
in reality has little impact on anything outside its small circle.
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TURNING DESKTOPS
INTO TOOLS
Just as forward-thinking organizations saw the potential of cloud applications, 
competitive organizations are realizing that desktops shouldn’t be an afterthought, 
but a powerful tool in their own right. Through virtualization, desktops have the 
ability to increase productivity, enhance security, support modern workforce trends, 
enable departments to focus on business initiatives and, now, provide invaluable 
business insights.

The desktop touches every member of an organization, from the intern to the CEO. 
That’s a major investment, so why not make it one that pays you back?



ABOUT DIZZION

LEARN MORE

Established in 2011, Dizzion, is a global provider of end-user computing 
services, including cloud-delivered Desktops as a Service (DaaS), 
paired with complementary offerings like secure endpoints, application 
delivery and storage. The company is delivering the next generation 
of virtual desktop solutions to meet the demands of a remote global 
workforce in industries with stringent security and compliance needs, 
including business process outsourcing, financial services, healthcare 
and insurance. Dizzion’s mission is to enable users to securely access 
applications and data from any device, anywhere increasing mobility 
and productivity. To learn more about Dizzion, visit www.dizzion.com.

   

LEARN ABOUT DIZZION’S FULLY MANAGED VIRTUAL DESKTOPS.

https://www.dizzion.com/services/cloud-delivered-desktops/
http://www.dizzion.com
https://twitter.com/Dizzion
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dizzion-inc-/

